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Enable Global e-Business

One of the biggest challenges including localizing the content without losing the tone 
and essence of Contour Components. As the website had to be translated into three 
languages i.e. Chinese simplified, Korean and Japanese, it was absolutely essential that 
the brand impact is consistent in all languages the website is converted into. 
MarsTranslation used its native, industry specific experts to translate and localize the 
web content. Additionally, our team conducted an extensive cultural research to make 
sure that the latest trends were being followed. The research was then integrated into 
our content to further ensure consistency throughout the content.

The Challenge – Keeping the Core of the Business!

It was challenging, but Mars Translation’s expert and crafted translators are well 
equipped to handle such products. So, with our certified translators, delivering par 
excellence in the assigned project became easier for us.

Over the years, Mars Translation has grabbed expert translators to build a team having 
skills to handle multi-dimensional projects to satisfy all customers’ need. So, our trans-
lators helped Contour Components to localize its website to capture the Chinese, 
Japanese, Korean market. This was not a difficult task for the translators of Mars Trans-
lation as they have handled such projects before – that was not exceptional either.

Considerate attention was paid to website translation in all three languages, while 
keeping the actual branding tone and essence of the website integral. This helped us 
to win another customer’s positive review and eternal peace of mind.

Our Solution – Implying our Effective Localization Approach

Mars Translation website localization services helped Contour Components to attain 
its goal which it had set while targeting new markets – resulting into its potential 
success with sky as limit.

The Outcome – Sky is the limit

Contour Components is a private, internationally operated company founded in 2004. 
The company levies its focus on research and development in Business Intelligence. It 
provides an innovative “out-of-the-box” BI Platform for interactive reporting and data 
analysis. Contour BI customer base includes statistical agencies, governmental institu-
tions, banks, and corporations.
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